### Recommended Reads 1st Grade

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| P FERR, B       | Marsha is Magnetic                                                   | Beth Ferry  
When Grandma gives you a lemon tree, definitely don't make a face! Care for the tree, and you might be surprised at how new things, and new ideas, bloom. |
| P DEEN, J       | When Grandma Gives You a Lemon Tree                                 | Jamie L. B. Deenihan  
When Grandma gives you a lemon tree, definitely don't make a face! Care for the tree, and you might be surprised at how new things, and new ideas, bloom. |
| P DAYW D        | The Legend of Rock, Paper, Scissors                                 | Drew Daywalt  
You've played the game. Now read the legend of how it all began...                                |
| P JORY, J       | The Good Egg                                                         | John Jory & Pete Oswald  
When the other eggs in his carton behave badly, the good egg feels like he needs to be perfect. |
| P LE, M         | Let Me Finish!                                                       | Minh Lê  
When our young hero settles in to read, the last thing he wants is for some noisy animals to ruin the ending of the story. But ruin it they do. And as it turns out, the boy is quickly approaching a surprise ending of his own! Maybe he should have listened to the animals after all. |
| PSC COLORS      | The Button Book                                                      | Sally Nicholls  
Follow a group of animal friends as they discover a collection of mysterious buttons, all of which do different things! |
| E BARN, M       | Jack Gets Zapped                                                     | Mac Barnett  
Zapped into his favorite video game by a sneaky bolt of lightning, mischievous Jack finds himself racing around game puzzles while outmaneuvering a pounding boss. |
| E DRIS, L       | I Want To Be a Teacher                                               | Laura Driscoll  
“I never knew that there are so many different ways to be a teacher. When my family gets a new puppy, I learn that there are teachers who train dogs, teachers who teach swimming, teachers who teach music—and more!” |
Ducks Run Amok!
J. E. Morris
When a flock of ducks arrives at an unsuspecting turtle’s pond, the turtle is mistaken for a green duck and can’t seem to convince anyone otherwise. Can the turtle find a way to take back the pond and get some peace and quiet once more?

Mae Among the Stars
Roda Ahmed
Mae wanted to be an astronaut. She dreamed of dancing in space. She imagined herself surrounded by billions of stars, floating, gliding, and discovering. Her parents encouraged her. This encouragement, along with Mae’s own curiosity, intelligence, and determination, paved the way for her to become the first African American woman to travel in space.

So You Want to Be an Owl
Jane Porter
Welcome to Owl School! Professor Olaf Owl is here to tell you everything you need to know about being an owl, from hunting to camouflage to seeing in the dark.

The Magic School Bus Presents: Wild Weather
Sean Callery
Ms. Fizzle and her class head into the clouds to explore weather, including hurricanes, tornadoes, snowstorms, lightning, and weather forecasting.

Little Kids First Big Book of Where
Jill Esbaum
This charming reference book zeroes in on location, location, location. More than 200 colorful photos are paired with age-appropriate text featuring answers to questions like, “Where does the sky end?” “Where is the highest mountain?” and, “Where was ice cream invented?”

MORE BOOKS YOU MAY LIKE:
Laxmi’s Mooch  I  P Anand
I Am Every Good Thing  I  P Barnes
We Are Grateful  I  P Sorell
Hooray for Hat!  I  P Won
Fly Guy  I  E Arnold
Sparkly New Friends  I  E Burnell

“These books aren’t my thing!”

That’s okay! We all read at our own pace and have our own likes and dislikes. A librarian can help you find a book that you will love. Ask us!